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Webinars for You

April: 13: [Facebook] How to Manage the New Admin Look of Your
Organization's Facebook Account [3 pm ET for 1 hour]

April 27: [Excel] Create Dashboards to Make Key Decisions and
Communicate Progress [3 pm ET for 1 hour]

May 11: [PPT] Perfect Your PowerPoint 365 Presentation with New
Features [3 pm ET for 1 hour]

May 25: [Graphics] 20+ Glorious and Creative Ways to Find Free,
Safe,& Legal Images [3 pm ET for 1 hour]

See Webinar Descriptions and Register Here

EXCEL/G-Sheets - What is an Excel Dashboard?
Advanced

When you have a very large spreadsheet
... with hundreds (or thousands) of rows of



data ... it's hard to glean the information that
you need from it, right? Sure, creating
charts and graphs can help tell the story…
but did you know there's a powerful feature
in Excel called a Dashboard that helps
you zero in on the data and metrics?

A Dashboard is designed to be a one-page
overview that can help give the big
picture by pulling out the important details
from one or more spreadsheets. It instantly
highlights or emphasizes key points. It’s a
visual representation of all those important numbers!

A Dashboard uses elements like tables, charts and slicers to bring attention to your
KPIs (Key Performance Indicators). It interprets rows and rows of data for you - using
Pivot Tables and Pivot Charts. This kind of information is especially helpful when you
need to create a summary, paint a picture or display a story of what the data is telling
you.

What Does a Dashboard Look Like?

The Dashboard looks like a collection of charts, data tables … and a little text. Here are
some examples of how they may appear. (These images and some free, high-end
templates are courtesy of https://www.thesmallman.com/dashboards.)



In this article, we're going to give you an overview of how a dashboard comes
together and key concepts you want to watch for so that you are better prepared to
learn the "how-to" on your own. (We'll give you some resources for that later in this
article.)

NOTE: To see how a dashboard is put together ... Tech-Talk style ...you may want
to attend the webinar on this topic (April 27, 2022) or view the recording (up within
24 hours after the event). And remember, if you come to this live demonstration, you
can ask questions as we go!

WEBINAR



"Create Excel Dashboards to Make Key Decisions and Communicate Progress"

Wednesday, April 27th at 3 pm (ET)/12 pm (PT)
Sign up here, https://www.tech-talk.com/webinars

SPECIAL NOTE: Creating a Dashboard is considered an ADVANCED level. You
want to have a good grasp on using Excel (creating charts and formulas) to translate
your data into a Dashboard. If you need more training in Excel, there are over 100
articles (most include videos) and webinar recordings in the database at Tech-
Talk.com about spreadsheets. Just use the Search term Excel ... or the Topic
dropdown and choose Tech: Excel/G-Sheets.

Key Concepts in Creating a Dashboard

Setting up your Excel Dashboard is a multi-step process and there are some
preliminary things you need to prepare in your spreadsheet(s) before creating one.

Is your data all in one Excel/G-Sheets workbook (or at least in the same
folder)? If not, pull your content from other sources like Word docs, online
articles, PDF reports, etc. into a Workbook. 

Is your data clearly organized with column headings and rows that will
translate into charts and graphs? TIP: When a spreadsheet is set up correctly the
dashboard page can dynamically change and update if you add new content or
update data later.

Is each data entry complete and consistent? For instance, are employee names
spelled correctly in every place? Are there any empty rows or cells? Are
category labels the same everywhere? (For instance, you wouldn't have HR Dept
in one spot and Human Resources in another.)

Do you know what you want the Dashboard to convey? Do you want to show
a comparison of financial information for the current and past years? Are you
tracking attendance in training programs? Do you want to show the effectiveness
of different social media platforms?

Now, based on your objectives, draw a plan for your Dashboard. It can be mocked
up ahead of time like a storyboard outline so that you can input the tables, graphs or
slicers quickly.

For example, when presenting a Human Resources report, a storyboard could be
mapped out like this:



Set Up Your Excel Workbook First

Before you even think about creating your Dashboard, to keep your project organized,
set up your workbook with different tabs for the key areas.

1. Your Data/Statistics/Content – Your raw data that drives your Dashboard
should be contained in one or more worksheets or at least in one folder.

2. Calculations – This tab is where you’ll use the data that needs to be
incorporated in different charts for the Dashboard.

3. Dashboard – And finally a tab that will be your Dashboard, where everything is
pulled together.

Concepts to Apply in Creating Your Dashboard

To be sure your Dashboard is easy to interpret by others, create a clean and
understandable design keeping these things in mind:

Contrast - Make sure you use
high contrasting colors in the
background, headings and charts.
Alignment - Right align table
numbers so that the decimal is
consistent for financial
information.
Color - Use color to show high
and low performing data and highlight key areas.
Titles - Make sure each section, chart or graph has a title that represents the data.
Labels - Clearly define the units of measure and data points so that the reader is
not confused by what the metrics mean.
White Space - Don't crowd the Dashboard with unnecessary info. Stick to the
key metrics that you want to spotlight.

A Great Resource for High-End Excel Instruction



In our research to create the Dashboard Webinar,
we found a great resource for you:
MyOnlineTrainingHub. The creator of the site
(Mynda Treacy) offers some free instruction so
that you can decide if you’d like more from
her. You can also find a lot of her stuff on
YouTube.

You may especially like the one titled Excel Dashboards in <15 Minutes. She will
not only show you what to do, she offers her data sheets with which you can
practice. Of course, her permission extends to your personal learning. Her materials are
not to be used to train others unless you get a special agreement from her for that
purpose. (We have certainly obtained her permission to show you some of her
materials in our training webinar.)

So yes, that's a great resource, but it does not take the place of our Tech-Talk
Webinar on Excel Dashboards because we also give you the bigger picture and reveal
a few "secrets" that will make creating these one-page-reports so much faster and
easier!  https://www.tech-talk.com/webinars!

Creating a Dashboard in Google Sheets

If you work in the Google world and use Sheets for your data there is a special
Google app just for creating Dashboards called Google Data Studio. Google doesn't
refer to these as Dashboards, but rather as Data Studio Reports. You can get to this
desktop app at https://datastudio.google.com and follow the steps in the Quick Start
Guide here.



Communications: Talking
What to say when you're at an impasse

I had an internet tech in my office recently working on
the download speed and trying to figure out what was
causing the rate to be 20 MB/sec ... when it was
supposed to be 400 MB/sec.

We won't go into all the details, but there came a time when we both held different
opinions about the state of my network. It was clear that neither of us was going to
bend to the other's perspective.

So to be respectful, but still end the back and forth of differing positions, I simply said,
"We'll have to agree to disagree."

That works. People hear that you've heard them. They also then understand that
there is no point in having further discussion on that topic.

Leadership
Handling meeting interruptions

You're in a meeting, discussing an event that you're
going to hold shortly. The conversation is lively and on
topic when someone asks a question ... or offers an idea
... that is way off-topic . What do you do?

Choice #1: You can shoot the idea down, saying that isn't what we were talking about.
You're hoping to shut the individual up and continue.

Choice #2: You want to be respectful ... so you listen, comment and go down the
rabbit hole, diverting off the meeting topic, taking up valuable time.

Choice #3: You repeat what you heard (or paraphrase) to show you have heard the
individual and have taken the comment seriously. You can then say, "Let's put that
on the parking lot so that we won't forget it and can address it later."

Important: You write the idea down on a sheet of paper, or better yet, a flip chart ...
or anything that shows you have a way to retrieve the information later.

And then do it! Take care of the parking lot items at another time ... the end of the
meeting, a different day ... whatever fits the situation.
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